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About This Game

Enter the vast lands of Communia, the magical planet that goes on forever. Or at least it looks that way. Several hundred
colonies later people still have reported absolutely no end in sight and no familiar sights whatsoever. Goes without saying that

it's an easy job to find an hitherto uninhabited place and claim it as your own. So take command of a pair of villagers, help them
build and grow and expand your village...until it turns into a town, a duchy, a kingdom. When that becomes unsatisfactory, turn
your kingdom into an empire, conquer your smaller neighbors, trade with your bigger neighbors, raid and explore, send heroes

on missions and grow, grow, grow!

So what is this?

Much like the title says, the game has its roots in the "idle" genre and indeed it was such when it first started out. But it has
evolved into so much more that, in the current incarnation, I can proudly say it's a full-fledged civilization builder.

Idle Civilization offers depth and complexity that most idle games do not. Yes, you will see big numbers, yes, you will only go
upwards and rarely downward, yes you will have a prestige system and other classic elements, but you will have so much more

to manage and entertain yourself with than in your average game in the genre.

Alright, so what should we look forward to?

- over 30 buildings
- over 60 researches

- 6 deities to worship with unique powers
- a randomized map full of towns and villages to conquer on each colony
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- ruins to explore in search of ancient magical fragments
- mighty heroes to send on epic adventures to gain loot and glory

- unique wonders of the world
- diplomacy and cultural events

- random events
- lots of achievements

- a compelling colony system
- offline progress

- and more... (there's always more and more)

So what this game isn't

This game isn't something like Sid Meier's Civilization. This is a management game where you oversee your civilization from
various panels and buttons and sliders and commands. Well I guess you can see that from the screenshots and videos but it

doesn't hurt to state it again.

And who are you?

I'm a fledgling developer from Romania, working on this project mostly alone (with help from a dear writer friend for the lore,
game newspaper and quest texts/direction) and hoping to bring you something that you will enjoy for hours upon hours. Others

have!

Wait, others have already enjoyed this?

Yes, I've been working on this game since early 2015 and the game started out as a browser game and it's currently enjoyed over
500,000 plays. You can still play it on Kongregate but the Steam version will have features, wonders, areas and generally content

that the web version will not have going forward. I feel the game has matured enough so that it can be considered a full (albeit
small) indie game that deserves a PC release. If you feel the same way, please vote for it. If you don't like it, please let me know

what exactly you would like to see or what bothers you.

I'm always available for inquiries through the discussion thread or through email at support@verysimpleideastudios.com
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This game has been abandoned.
This game is riddled with bugs and the developers
disappeared after announcing an update MONTHS ago.. It is a really fun game. I reccomend it although there are some
downsides. If you have friends, unlike me, then this game is for you. It has a really creative and cool local mode. If you are by
yourself it is a little boring. The only campaign is shooting targets. Since this game is new, there is nobody else playing online. If
you have friends, get this game!!. The introduction of the Kill-a-rilla make this game especially relevant for our
time.♥♥♥♥♥♥♥out for Harambe.. This game might be new and all but there is way too many bugs for released.(No stamina,
frozen characters, getting stuck in the blocking animation and getting stuck in walls). Great and simple game, i enjoyed the first
one a lot. (and it was ugly as hell).. The scenery and backgrounds are the only redeeming quality of this game.

The voice acting is awkward at best, with audio editting that is subpar. During some points of the dialog, you can literally hear
the actors beginnning to smack their lips in order to start the sentence. Similarily, the plot is virtually non-existent, and you
spend the entire game searching for one specific piece of plot. There is no character development whatsoever, with all of the
characters being static. Finally, the actual gameplay elements of this point-and-click "adventure" game are lacking. Specifically,
there are specific actions that you cannot perform unless you examine a particular object before hand, causing you to backtrack
in a very linear manner. Not to mention that the graphics look like they are from 2002 because of the limitations from the
engine the game uses.

The bottom line: view some of the screenshots people have posted in order to get a feel for the aesthetics, but don't buy the
game.. I originally bought this on the Wii U and one feature that was missing there (but is here and in the PS4 version) is the
connectivity to Twitch, Mixer and YouTube.

Let me just say first of all. This is great fun with friends and family and works as a brilliant couch-play \/ party game.

But for me, the real fun is being able to stream it. Casually making a fool of yourself is what the internet is all about and I'm
pleased to say that I had a great first stream with this. The viewers were engaged and having a good time, and playing the game
is easy, easy, easy.

The variety of clues and modes (acting it out, singing, describing and drawing) means that the game doesn't get stale - and as the
host you get to set the rules, how many points people need to win etc.

It has a friendly, charming interface and is a lot of fun.

Think of it this way - you'd probably spend as much for this game if not more buying a board game such as Pictionary or
Articulate. My tip? Save yourself the hassle and money and have a lot more fun with Act It Out! XL instead.
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HeroFall was a great end to the trilogy! It was well written and interesting all the way through. I could have gotten a lot more
glory in this game but I make stupid mistakes. STILL this game is great and well worth the money and I absolutely will play it
again.. Useless, no more Multiplayer.
Totally Unfair. best game ever, never gets old, is perfect and i love it <3 best dollar i've ever spent uwu. https://youtu.be/p-
ucpkZp5nE

Well it is simple, it is in space and it does have neon.

Nothing ground breaking here but at a low cost point this is a solid little arcade puzzle type afair.

Looking for something to keep a kid busy for a rainy afternoon? This will do nicely.

. I re-joined the game today to try and re-experience the times from Acclaim! Played all day( slowely to see what quests,
changes were made to the game) and by the end of the day I can say that the game is so buggy that cannot be played,What you
mean? The game froze at least 5 times ( your pc is crap and cannot run it properly, it can trust me! ) if the game is opened you
cannot browse anything as the game locks it down, and by playing all day and deciding that wanna be a beggar healer the game
froze again (music in the background and nothing can be done, CTL+ALT+DEL NOPE! The only thing that could be done is
restart pc, after re-joining the game cannot choose clan, no quest marker on map, tried to redo quest NOPE! there is a give up
quest option NOPE! tried contacting a GM in game NOPE! went on forums and threats with this issue were locked as resolved o-
O WHAT?! Since RedFox took over the hole game went down, don`t believe me look at others reviews! So my opinion on the
game is NOT WORTH AT AL!! Just find another game and have fun!. Game is ok, but I finished it in under 3 hours, which is
too short for the price in my book. It was too easy for me also... Yes, I didn't get "perfect" on every map, but I got close enough
that this didn't matter to my experience.. A must-play series if you like post-apocalyptic survival games
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